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Abstract: We perform a detailed analysis of the predictions of resummed perturbation
theory for the pressure and the second-, fourth-, and sixth-order diagonal quark number
susceptibilities in a hot and dense quark-gluon plasma. First, we present an exact one-loop
calculation of the equation of state within hard-thermal-loop perturbation theory (HTLpt)
and compare it to a previous one-loop HTLpt calculation that employed an expansion in
the ratios of thermal masses and the temperature. We find that this expansion converges
reasonably fast. We then perform a resummation of the existing four-loop weak coupling
expression for the pressure, motivated by dimensional reduction. Finally, we compare the
exact one-loop HTLpt and resummed dimensional reduction results with state-of-the-art
lattice calculations and a recent mass-expanded three-loop HTLpt calculation.
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1 Introduction
Understanding the behavior of strongly interacting matter subject to extreme conditions is
important in many physical contexts such as the study of the early universe and the interiors
of compact stars. The determination of the QCD phase diagram has subsequently received
considerable attention over the past few decades. On the experimental side, an enormous
effort has gone to the creation of the quark-gluon plasma (QGP) in heavy ion collisions,
most recently carried out at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) of Brookhaven [1],
and at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) of CERN [2]. On the theoretical side, both lattice
gauge theory and model calculations have been employed to map out the phase diagram
of QCD and in particular locate a possible critical end point of a line of first order phase
transitions (see e.g. [3] for a review).
Unfortunately, at nonzero quark chemical potentials µf , lattice Monte Carlo simu-
lations are hampered by the infamous sign problem related to the complex nature of the
lattice action, rendering importance sampling techniques inapplicable. One of the proposed
ways to circumvent this problem — and thus enter the µ–T plane — is by Taylor expanding
various physical quantities in powers of the ratios µf/T and evaluating the coefficients at
µf = 0. As these derivatives are evaluated at zero density, they can be computed on the
lattice using standard techniques. In the case of the pressure, the coefficients are called
quark number susceptibilities (QNS), which indeed carry information about the response
of the system to nonzero baryon density as well as correlations between different quark
flavors.
Let us denote by µ an Nf - component vector consisting of the quark chemical potentials
for the different flavors, µ ≡ (µ1, µ2, ..., µNf), with Nf being typically 2 or 3 at the relevant
energies. We can then define the QNS, χijk (T ), simply as derivatives of the pressure
p (T,µ), according to
χijk (T ) ≡ ∂
i+j+k+... p (T,µ)
∂µiu ∂µ
j
d ∂µ
k
s ...
∣∣∣∣
µ=0
, (1.1)
where the indices u, d, s ... refer to the quark flavors. The determination of the equation of
state (EoS) in the µ–T plane is then limited only by the convergence of the corresponding
series in powers of µf/T , i.e. ultimately by the magnitudes of the QNS. Recent studies of
these quantities on the lattice can be found e.g. in refs. [4–9]. In addition, lattice studies
of two-color QCD with an even number of flavors, which does not suffer from the sign
problem, have been performed at high density in refs. [10, 11].
Due to the difficulties in performing lattice simulations far above the pseudo-critical
deconfinement transition temperature Tc (recalling the crossover nature of the transition at
µf = 0), it is important to have complementary techniques that can bridge the gap between
low and high temperatures. In this context, analytic weak coupling techniques are clearly
the method of choice, as they work optimally at asymptotically high temperatures and can
be fairly easily continued to the vicinity of the transition region. In recent years, there have
been numerous analytic calculations of the chemical potential dependence of the pressure
as well as the QNS, using techniques such as unresummed perturbation theory [12–15],
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various hard-thermal-loop motivated approaches [16–20], hard-thermal-loop perturbation
theory (HTLpt) [21–26], the large-Nf limit of QCD [27, 28], and even the gauge/gravity
duality in the context of strongly coupled large-Nc N = 4 Super Yang-Mills theory [29].
Finally, similar investigations have also been carried out using various field theoretical [30–
32] and holographic [33] models of QCD.
In ref. [23], four of the present authors applied both HTLpt and a resummation scheme
motivated by dimensional reduction (DR) to determine the second- and fourth-order diag-
onal QNS of hot QCD. The calculation involving HTLpt was carried out only to one-loop
order, and moreover utilized an expansion in the ratio m/T , where m represents both the
Debye and quark thermal masses of order gT . A similar technique was recently further
employed to two-loop order in refs. [24, 25] as well as to three-loop order in [26], exhibiting
sizable devitations from the results of [23]. Motivated by these developments, our aim in
the current paper is to continue the work of [23] in three directions:
• Carry out an exact one-loop HTLpt calculation with no m/T -expansion, thereby
analyzing the convergence of the expansion and the validity of the corresponding
expanded results.
• Generalize all of our previous results, both within one-loop HTLpt and four-loop
DR, to the sixth order quark number susceptibility as well as the chemical potential
dependence of the pressure itself, covering also the case of Nf = 2.
• Perform a careful explicit comparison of our results with state-of-the-art lattice data,
and to the three-loop HTLpt results of [26], when possible.
The first of these points is particularly important, because it provides a highly nontrivial
quantitative check of one of the crucial analytic approximations used in HTLpt calculations,
namely the m/T -expansion, which in fact is an essential ingredient in all higher order
computations within HTLpt. Its convergence has been studied in scalar φ4 theory to
three-loop order [34] with encouraging results; however, to our knowledge, our study is the
first calculation to probe such an m/T -expansion within QCD.
Our paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we briefly describe hard-thermal-loop
perturbation theory and dimensional reduction as two ways of reorganizing perturbative
expansions within thermal QCD. We also outline the computation of the exact one-loop
and partial four-loop pressures in these two setups, respectively. In section 3, we investigate
the convergence of the m/T - expansion for the one-loop HTLpt results. In section 4, we
compare our results with the three-loop HTLpt calculation [26] as well as to lattice data.
Finally, in section 5 we draw our conclusions. Nearly all of the computational details
have been relegated to the appendices. In appendix A, we first explain our notation, in
appendix B, we list the matching coefficients of Electrostatic QCD (EQCD) needed in
the derivation of the four-loop EoS within DR, and in appendix C we present a detailed
evaluation of the exact one-loop HTLpt pressure. Finally, in appendix D, we provide
some computational details regarding the branch cut discontinuities that are encountered
in exact HTLpt calculations, and in appendix E, we go through the derivation of the
m/T - expansion employed in ref. [23].
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We would like to point out that all calculations presented in this paper have been
carried out in the limit of vanishing bare quark masses. In the case of our DR calculation,
we have explicitly checked that this only affects the results in any noticeable way at the
very lowest temperatures shown, where the validity of perturbation theory is in any case
questionable. As for HTLpt, a study of the mass dependence of the one-loop quark self-
energy and gluon polarization functions has been carried out in [35], indicating that a
similar conclusion should hold also in this case.
2 Resummations in thermal QCD
The (bare) Lagrangian density of massless QCD reads
LQCD = −1
2
Tr[Gµν G
µν ] + iψ¯γµDµψ + Lgf + Lgh , (2.1)
in which the gluon field strength tensor is defined by Gµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ− ig[Aµ, Aν ] and
the covariant derivative in the fundamental representation by Dµ = ∂µ − igAµ, while the
term involving the quark fields ψ contains an implicit sum over the Nf quark flavors. The
ghost term Lgh depends on the gauge-fixing term Lgf ; in the present work, we employ the
general covariant gauge, where the latter reads
Lgf = −1
ξ
Tr[(∂µA
µ)2] , (2.2)
with ξ standing for the gauge-fixing parameter.
Computing various thermodynamic quantities within entirely unresummed (‘naive’ or
diagrammatic) perturbation theory amounts to expanding them in power series organized
by even powers of the coupling constant g, letting the renormalization of the coupling (and
possibly quark masses) cancel the 1/ ultraviolet (UV) divergences encountered.1 This
procedure, which amounts to an expansion around an ideal gas of massless quasiparticles,
however typically runs into difficulties with physical infrared (IR) divergences already at
low loop orders, necessitating some type of a physically motivated resummation of higher-
loop Feynman diagrams to be carried out. This may be done in a way, in which one
always expands the final n-loop result to order g2(n−1), dropping all “extra” terms from
the result before evaluating it numerically. Such a procedure has, however, been seen to
lead to rather poor convergence of different observables, and to this end, several different
resummation schemes accounting for some higher order contributions have been proposed
(see e.g. [36–38] for reviews).
In the remainder of this section, we will introduce two ways of curing the IR problems
encountered in thermal QCD calculations, involving the resummation of certain classes
of higher order diagrams. These include firstly hard-thermal-loop perturbation theory,
where the expansion point of perturbation theory is shifted to an ideal gas of massive
quasiparticles, providing a marked improvement in the convergence properties of weak
1We work within dimensional regularization, so all of our integrals are defined in d = 3 − 2 spatial
dimensions.
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coupling expansion. At the same time, the physical idea of dimensional reduction can be
seen to suggest a highly natural way of including certain higher order contributions to
different equilibrium quantities, employing a weak coupling expansion within the effective
theory Electrostatic QCD (EQCD). As our presentation will no doubt be rather superficial,
we refer the interested reader to the original references [39–42] for more details about both
of these topics.
2.1 Hard-thermal-loop perturbation theory
Within HTLpt, the reorganization of the perturbative expansion is achieved by writing the
Lagrangian density of QCD in the form
LHTLpt = (LQCD + LHTL)
∣∣∣
g→√δg
+ ∆LHTL , (2.3)
where LQCD is given by (2.1), LHTL is an HTL improvement term, and δ is a formal
expansion parameter introduced for bookkeeping purposes. The last term here, ∆LHTL,
finally contains counterterms, which are necessary to cancel UV divergences introduced by
the HTLpt reorganization. For QCD with dynamical massless quarks, the gauge invariant
HTL improvement term reads
LHTL = −1
2
(1− δ)m2DTr
(
Gµα
〈
yαyβ
(y ·D)2
〉
y
Gµβ
)
+ (1− δ)i
Nf∑
f
m2qf ψ¯fγ
µ
〈
yµ
y ·D
〉
y
ψf , (2.4)
where Dµ = ∂µ−igAµ now denotes covariant derivatives in both the adjoint and fundamen-
tal representations, y = (1, yˆ) is a light-like four-vector, 〈...〉y represents an average over
the direction of yˆ, and mD and mqf are the Debye and quark thermal mass parameters.
Note that mqf carries dependence on the flavor index f, running from 1 to Nf.
In HTLpt, physical quantities are first expanded in power series in δ, then truncated
at some order, and finally evaluated after setting δ = 1. At leading order, this gives rise to
dressed propagators that incorporate physical effects such as Debye screening and Landau
damping. The starting point of HTLpt is thus an ideal gas of massive quasiparticles, which
can be seen to be the main reason for its success. At two loops and beyond, the expansion
in δ generates also dressed vertices as well as higher order interaction terms that ensure
that there is no overcounting of Feynman diagrams.
If the expansion in δ is truncated at a finite order, then to complete the evaluation of a
given physical observable, one needs a prescription for determining the values of the mass
parameters mD and mqf , on which the result depends. In the case of the pressure, this can
be achieved via a variational principle from two-loop order onwards, i.e. extremizing the
quantity as a function of mD and mqf . At one-loop order, the procedure however fails due
to the absence of the coupling constant g in the result [43]. In line with earlier one-loop
HTLpt calculations, we thus assign these parameters their leading order weak coupling
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values, keeping the number of colors Nc and flavors Nf arbitrary. Thus, our prescription
reads
m2D ≡
g2
3
[(
Nc +
Nf
2
)
T 2 +
3
2pi2
∑
g
µ2g
]
, m2qf ≡
g2
16
N2c − 1
Nc
(
T 2 +
µ2f
pi2
)
, (2.5)
which (together with the quark chemical potentials) we will frequently scale to be dimen-
sionless via
mˆD ≡ mD
2piT
, mˆqf ≡
mqf
2piT
, µˆf ≡ µf
2piT
. (2.6)
2.1.1 One-loop HTLpt pressure
Working out the pressure of QCD to one-loop order within the above HTLpt scheme, one
arrives at the expression
pHTLpt (T,µ) ≡ dA
[
(2− 2) pT (T,µ) + pL (T,µ)
]
+Nc
∑
f
pqf (T,µ) + ∆p , (2.7)
where dA ≡ N2c − 1 and the contributions from transverse and longitudinal gluons as well
as quarks read respectively
pT (T,µ) = −1
2
∑∫
K
log
[
K2 + ΠT(iωn, k)
]
, (2.8)
pL (T,µ) = −1
2
∑∫
K
log
[
k2 + ΠL(iωn, k)
]
, (2.9)
pqf (T,µ) = 2
∑∫
{K}
log
[
A2S(iω˜n + µf , k)−A20(iω˜n + µf , k)
]
, (2.10)
and where ∆p stands for a counterterm necessary to cancel UV divergences (for our notation
of the Matsubara frequencies, consult the appendix A). The transverse gluon self-energy
ΠT, the longitudinal gluon self-energy ΠL, and the functions AS and A0 are in turn given
by the expressions
ΠT(iωn, k) ≡ − m
2
D
2− 2
ω2n
k2
[
1− ω
2
n + k
2
ω2n
TK(iωn, k)
]
, (2.11)
ΠL(iωn, k) ≡ m2D
[
1− TK(iωn, k)
]
, (2.12)
A0(iω˜n + µf , k) ≡ iω˜n + µf −
m2qf
iω˜n + µf
T˜K(iω˜n + µf , k) , (2.13)
AS(iω˜n + µf , k) ≡ k +
m2qf
k
[
1− T˜K(iω˜n + µf , k)
]
. (2.14)
In d = 3− 2 spatial dimensions, the HTLpt functions TK and T˜K can finally be written in
terms of hypergeometric functions,
TK(iωn, k) ≡
Γ
(
3
2 − 
)
Γ
(
3
2
)
Γ (1− )
∫ 1
0
dc
(
1− c2)− (iωn)2
(iωn)2 − k2c2
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= 2F1
(
1
2
, 1;
3
2
− ; k
2
(iωn)2
)
, (2.15)
T˜K(iω˜n + µf , k) ≡
Γ
(
3
2 − 
)
Γ
(
3
2
)
Γ (1− )
∫ 1
0
dc
(
1− c2)− (iω˜n + µf )2
(iω˜n + µf )2 − k2c2
= 2F1
(
1
2
, 1;
3
2
− ; k
2
(iω˜n + µf )2
)
. (2.16)
In appendix C, we will present a detailed evaluation of the exact one-loop HTLpt
pressure using the above expressions. There, we will in particular show that after cancelling
all the 1/ divergences upon renormalization, the remaining finite result reads
pHTLpt (T,µ) = dA
{
m4D
64pi2
(
log
Λ¯
mD
+ Cg
)
+
1
2pi3
∫∞
0
dω
1
eβω − 1
∫∞
ω
dk k2
(
2φT − φL
)
− T
2pi2
∫∞
0
dk k2
[
2 log
(
1− e−βωT
)
+ log
(
1− e−βωL
)]
− pi
2 T 4
90
}
+ Nc
∑
f, s=±1
{
Cq
2
m4qf +
2 T 4
pi2
Li4
(
− es βµf
)
− 1
pi3
∫∞
0
dω
∫∞
ω
dk
k2 θqf
eβ(ω+s µf) + 1
+
T
pi2
∫∞
0
dk k2
[
log
(
1 + e−β(ωf++s µf)
)
+ log
(
1 + e−β(ωf−+s µf)
)]}
,
(2.17)
where the angles φT,L ≡ φT,L (T,µ) and θqf ≡ θqf (T,µ), as well as the dispersion relations
ωT,L,f± ≡ ωT,L,f± (T,µ) and the constants Cg ≈ 1.17201 and Cq ≈ −0.03653 are all defined
in section C.5. The mass parameters mD ≡ mD (T,µ) and mqf ≡ mqf (T,µ) are in turn
given by eq. (2.5). It should be noted that when expanded in powers of the gauge coupling,
this expression will differ from the correct weak coupling expansion of the QCD pressure
already at order g2, even though it does reproduce the correct plasmon term. This issue
is automatically taken care of at NLO in the HTLpt expansion. Notice also that unlike
in DR, the fundamental expansion parameter of HTLpt is δ (instead of the coupling g),
which makes the two schemes different by construction.
2.2 Dimensional reduction
In addition to the HTLpt reorganization of perturbative finite-temperature QCD, there
exists another natural framework for including physically important higher order correc-
tions to thermodynamic quantities. It is based on the fact that at high temperatures, the
compact temporal direction of the imaginary time formalism shrinks as 1/T , rendering the
system effectively three-dimensional. Taking advantage of this observation, dubbed dimen-
sional reduction, it can be shown that the dynamics of length scales of order 1/(gT ) and
larger can be described using a three-dimensional effective theory for the static bosonic field
modes, Electrostatic QCD [41, 42]. This becomes particularly relevant for the perturbative
determination of various thermodynamic quantities, as it is exactly these field modes that
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are responsible for the IR problems (and the associated poor convergence) of unresummed
perturbation theory.
The EQCD Lagrangian can be formally obtained by integrating out the hard degrees
of freedom from the full theory, exhibiting thermal masses of order T . This leads to a
three-dimensional SU(Nc) Yang-Mills theory coupled to an adjoint Higgs field A0 that cor-
responds (at leading order) to the zero Matsubara mode of the four-dimensional temporal
gauge field. Up to higher order operators that enter the weak coupling expansion of the
pressure beyond O(g6) (cf. the δLE term below), the Lagrangian of EQCD reads2
LEQCD ≡ 1
2
Tr
[
G2ij
]
+ Tr
[
(DiA0)
2
]
+m2E Tr
[
A20
]
+ iζ Tr
[
A30
]
+ λE Tr
[
A40
]
+ δLE , (2.18)
where Di now denotes the covariant derivative in the adjoint representation and the differ-
ent parameters can be determined via matching computations in the full theory. Of these
constants, the parameter ζ is somewhat special, as it is nonvanishing only in the presence
of nonzero quark chemical potentials and thus contributes to the finite-density equation of
state and the quark number susceptibilities, but not the µf = 0 EoS.
EQCD turns out to be an extremely efficient tool not only in organizing high-order
perturbative calculations, but also in performing nonperturbative studies of the IR sector
of the full theory. In the latter case, it is nevertheless good to recall that this construction
explicitly breaks the Z(Nc) center symmetry of four-dimensional Yang-Mills theory, which
can only be remedied by generalizing the degrees of freedom of the effective theory to coarse
grained Wilson loop operators [44–46]. For our purposes, this however plays no role, as we
are only interested in weak coupling expansions, which in any case involve expanding the
functional integral corresponding to the partition function around the trivial Z(Nc) vacuum
(and moreover, the Z(Nc) symmetry is explicitly broken by quarks). In our calculation,
EQCD is merely used to remove the IR divergences encoutered in the evaluation of the
pressure, as well as to resum an important class of higher order contributions to this
quantity. As we will see in the following sections, this has a remarkable effect on the
convergence properties of the corresponding weak coupling expansion.
2.2.1 QCD pressure via DR motivated resummation
Using EQCD to account for the contributions of the soft IR sector of QCD, the pressure
of the theory obtains the simple form (for details, see e.g. [14, 42, 47])
pQCD (T,µ) ≡ pHARD (T,µ) + T pSOFT (T,µ) , (2.19)
where pHARD is available through a strict loop expansion in the four-dimensional theory,
while pSOFT denotes the (nonperturbative) pressure obtained from the partition function
of EQCD. The first of these terms has a simple physical interpretation as the contribution
of the hard scale T to the pressure and is organized in a power series in even powers of g,
while the second term contains all contributions from the soft and ultrasoft scales gT and
2This applies only for Nc ≤ 3; beyond this, there are two independent operators quartic in A0.
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g2T . Due to the nonperturbative nature of the ultrasoft sector of the theory, the function
pSOFT does not allow for a diagrammatic evaluation to all loop orders in g, but contains
fundamentally nonperturbative terms. They enter the quantity at order g6 and must be
determined via three-dimensional lattice simulations and a conversion of the results to
continuum regularization (see e.g. [48] for details).
At nonzero chemical potentials, the functions pHARD and pSOFT have been worked out
up to and partially including order g6, with the only contribution missing from the full
O(g6) term originating from the four-loop full theory diagrams needed in pHARD (see [49]
for the evaluation of some of these integrals and [50] for some recent progress in the general
evaluation of sum-integrals). Following the procedure of [51], we write these two functions
in the forms
pHARD (T,µ)
T 4
= αE1 + gˆ
2
3 αE2 +
gˆ43
(4pi)2
(
αE3 − αE2 αE7 − 1
4
dACA αE5
)
(2.20)
+
gˆ63
(4pi)4
[
dACA
(
αE6 − αE4 αE7
)
− dAC3A
(
43
3
− 27
32
pi2
)]
log
Λ¯
4piT
+O(g6) ,
pSOFT (T,µ)
T 3
=
mˆ3E
12pi
dA − gˆ
2
3 mˆ
2
E
(4pi)2
dACA
(
log
Λ¯
2TmˆE
+
3
4
)
− gˆ
4
3 mˆE
(4pi)3
dAC
2
A
(
89
24
+
pi2
6
− 11
6
log 2
)
+
gˆ63
(4pi)4
dA
[
C3A
(
43
4
− 491
768
pi2
)
log
Λ¯
2TmˆE
+ C3A
(
43
12
− 157
768
pi2
)
log
Λ¯
2CAT gˆ23
−4
3
N2c − 4
Nc
(∑
f
µˆf
)2
log
Λ¯
2TmˆE
]
+O(g6) , (2.21)
where CA ≡ Nc. In this expression, we have also rescaled the electric screening mass as
well as the three-dimensional gauge coupling of EQCD to be dimensionless via (note the
factor 2pi difference to our HTLpt notation)
mˆE ≡ mE
T
, gˆ23 ≡
g23
T
, (2.22)
and have in addition used the result [52]
ζ =
gˆ33
3pi2
∑
f
µf +O(gˆ53) . (2.23)
The matching coefficients αE1−αE7 appearing in pHARD depend on µf/T , Λ¯/T , as well as
various group theory invariants, but are by definition independent of g. Of them, the three
first ones are defined via the strict weak coupling expansion of the full theory pressure,
while the others originate from the relations
mˆ2E = g
2
(
αE4 + αE5+O(2)
)
+
g4
(4pi)2
(
αE6 +O()
)
+O(g6), (2.24)
gˆ23 = g
2 +
g4
(4pi)2
(
αE7 +O()
)
+O(g6) . (2.25)
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At µf = 0, these constants are available e.g. from [47] (see also [53]), while their finite
density counterparts can be found from ref. [14].3 The latter are for convenience listed in
appendix B.
It should be noted that in eq. (2.20) we have on purpose written both the hard and soft
contributions in terms of the EQCD parameters gˆ3 and mˆE, anticipating a resummation of
higher order contributions; due to this, some terms have been added to pHARD to ensure
that when expanded in powers of the four-dimensional coupling, the correct weak coupling
expansion will be recovered. The explicit logarithms of the renormalization scale shown in
eq. (2.20) have been chosen (somewhat arbitrarily) so that they cancel the scale dependence
of pSOFT at order g
6, cf. [51]. This is in accordance with the fact that our result in any
case misses non-logarithmic contributions of order g6.
The above results provide a straightforward recipe to evaluate the QCD pressure to
order g6 ln g, but at the same time leave some freedom to deal with the higher order terms.
If the final outcome is expanded in powers of the four-dimensional gauge coupling and all
contributions of order g6 and higher are thrown away, the resulting expression corresponds
to the unresummed weak coupling expansion of the pressure. However, another natural
alternative is to consider both pHARD and pSOFT functions of the three-dimensional gauge
coupling g3 and the electric screening mass mE, and to keep these parameters unexpanded
in g. This leads to a resummed expression for the pressure, which was first suggested in
the µf = 0 case in ref. [54] and later demonstrated to lead to a dramatic decrease in the
renormalization scale dependence (and thus an improvement in the convergence properties)
of the quantity in ref. [51]. Just like in ref. [23], in the present paper we will implement
this procedure at nonzero quark chemical potentials — only now for the full finite-density
pressure. The resulting expression will be refered to as the ‘DR pressure’ from now on.
3 Mass expansion in HTLpt
In this section, we study the convergence of them/T - expansion of the one-loop HTLpt pres-
sure and quark number susceptibilities, first calculated utilizing the expansion in ref. [23]
and generalized to exact HTLpt in the present paper.
3.1 Expressions for the m/T - expansion
As will be shown in the appendices of this paper, both the pressure and the QNS can
be calculated exactly to one-loop order in HTLpt by combining analytical and numerical
techniques. However, at higher-loop orders it turns out that the sum-integrals encountered
are very difficult to handle, and hence one must in practice resort to various approxima-
tions [55]. One such approximation, which greatly simplifies the evaluation of the HTLpt
sum-integrals, involves expanding the integrands in powers of the ratios of the (Debye and
3During the preparation of v2 of our manuscript, we were informed by the authors of [26] that they had
discovered an error in one of the coefficients of αE3, quoted in eq. (3.16) of [14] (in the CFTF part, one
should replace “−24(1−4µ2)× (...)”→ “−24(1−12µ2)× (...)”). This change has been reflected in eq. (B.6)
as well as in all numerical results displayed in the paper at hand.
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Figure 1. The Nf = 3 zero density normalized pressure plotted as a function of the coupling
g(Λ¯central), evaluated to one-loop order in HTLpt and truncated at orders g
2 (blue, dotted lines),
g3 (green, dot-dashed), g4 (brown, dashed), and not at all (red, solid).
quark thermal) masses and the hard scale T . This is expected to be a reasonable approx-
imation at least at high temperatures, as the weak coupling expansions of the thermal
masses start at order g T .
In the m/T - expansion, the one-loop expressions for the pressure as well as the second
and fourth-order QNS were first obtained in ref. [23]. These purely analytical results read
pHigh-THTLpt (T,µ) =
dApi
2T 4
45
{
1 +
Nc
dA
∑
f
(
7
4
+ 30 µˆ2f + 60 µˆ
4
f
)
− 15
2
mˆ2D
−30 Nc
dA
∑
f
(
1 + 12 µˆ2f
)
mˆ2qf + 30 mˆ
3
D
+
45
4
(
γE − 7
2
+
pi2
3
+ log
Λ¯
4pi T
)
mˆ4D
+
60 Nc
dA
(
6− pi2
)∑
f
mˆ4qf +O
(
mˆ6D, mˆ
6
qf
)}
, (3.1)
χu2
χu2,SB
= 1− 3 dA
8Nc pi2
g2 + dA
(
1 +
Nf
2Nc
)1/2 √3/Nc
8pi3
g3 +
dA
32pi4
(
1 +
Nf
2Nc
)
×
[
pi2
3
− 7
2
+ γE + log
Λ¯
4pi T
+
dA
(
6− pi2)
4Nc (2Nc +Nf)
]
g4 +O(g6) , (3.2)
χu4
χu4,SB
= 1− 3 dA
8Nc pi2
g2 + 3 dA
Nf
Nc
(
1 +
Nf
2Nc
)−1/2 √3/Nc
32pi3
g3 +
3 dA
32pi4
×
(
Nf
2Nc
)[
pi2
3
− 7
2
+ γE + log
Λ¯
4pi T
+
dA
(
6− pi2)
12NcNf
]
g4 +O(g6) , (3.3)
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Figure 2. The properly normalized Nf = 3 second (left) and fourth (right) order QNS plotted
as functions of the coupling g(Λ¯central) within one-loop HTLpt. The results are also truncated at
orders g2 (blue, dotted lines), g3 (green, dot-dashed), g4 (brown, dashed), and not at all (red, solid).
the detailed derivation of which we present in appendix E. The mass parameters mD and
mqf are again given by eq. (2.5).
3.2 Convergence of the m/T - expansion
To study the convergence of the mass expansion, we specialize to the Nf = 3 case and
inspect the µf = 0 pressure as a function of g(Λ¯central), normalized to the corresponding
noninteracting Stefan-Boltzmann result. We note that Λ¯central corresponds to the central
renormalization scale, as defined in section (4.1). The different bands shown in figure 1
correspond to truncations at different orders in m/T ∼ g, and are generated by varying
the renormalization scale Λ¯ by a factor of two around its central value. We see from here
that with the exception of the most naive truncation at order g2, the truncated results are
not only in good agreement with each other, but even with the exact untruncated band.
For values of g relevant for our calculation, the differences between the various bands are
of the order of one per cent, which can be considered an extremely positive outcome. Note
also that for values of g below 1.5, the widths of the bands somewhat surprisingly become
larger as we go to higher orders in the m/T - expansion.
Finally, in figure 2 we perform a similar analysis of the second (left) and fourth (right)
order QNS, also normalized to their Stefan-Boltzmann limits. We again see that the g3 and
g4 bands are in good agreement with each other as well as with the exact results. We also
observe that the agreement between the g4 results and the exact ones are especially good
and much faster than for the µf = 0 pressure; in particular for the fourth-order QNS, the g
4
truncation is seen to almost coincide with the exact band. This excellent convergence of the
m/T - expansion is in agreement with observations made for the three-loop scalar φ4 theory
in ref. [34]. Although it was noted in this work that the convergence slightly worsens as
one proceeds to higher loop orders, this gives us some confidence that the m/T -expansion
is in general a good approximation in HTLpt calculations.
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4 Results and comparison with lattice data
In this section, we present our results for the µf 6= 0 pressure as well as the associated
quark number susceptibilities obtained both from our exact one-loop HTLpt calculation
as well as the DR motivated resummation introduced in section 2.2. We then compare
these results with state-of-the-art lattice data [5–8, 56–58] as well as a very recent three-
loop HTLpt calculation [26]. We begin by explaining how various parameters in the DR
and HTLpt results are fixed, and then move on to consider first the three- and later the
two-flavor case.
4.1 Fixing the parameters
In perturbative calculations at high temperature and zero quark chemical potentials, the
renormalization scale Λ¯ is typically chosen to be of order Λ¯ ≈ 2piT , dictated by the thermal
mass of the lowest nonvanishing (bosonic) Matsubara mode. With high order perturbative
results available for a number of quantities, different refinements of this choice are however
also possible, based on schemes such as the Fastest Apparent Convergence (FAC) or the
Principle of Minimal Sensitivity (PMS). As is customary in recent literature (see e.g. [59]),
we apply in all of our results the FAC scheme to the NLO gauge coupling of EQCD,
providing the values Λ¯central = 1.445 × 2piT for three quark flavors as well as Λ¯central =
1.291× 2piT for two flavors.
The most straightforward way to generalize the above setup to nonzero density is to
perform the exact same procedure, i.e. solve Λ¯ from the equation αE7 = 0, at nonvanishing
µf . This leads to the results
Λ¯
Nf=3
central =
0.9344× 2piT
exp
(
1
27
∑
f
[
Ψ(12 + iµˆf ) + Ψ(
1
2 − iµˆf )
]) , (4.1)
Λ¯
Nf=2
central =
0.9847× 2piT
exp
(
1
29
∑
f
[
Ψ(12 + iµˆf ) + Ψ(
1
2 − iµˆf )
]) , (4.2)
where Ψ denotes the digamma function. To assess the sensitivity of our results to the
choice of the renormalization scale, we will in addition always vary Λ¯ by a factor of two
around these central values.
With the running gauge coupling g, we follow the standard procedure of working with a
two-loop expression in the DR case and a one-loop coupling in LO HTLpt. To determine the
value of ΛMS, we on the other hand take the recent lattice result αs(1.5 GeV) = 0.326 [60],
and demand that our running coupling agrees with it for Λ¯central = 1.5 GeV. For Nf = 3,
this yields the values ΛMS = 176 MeV and 283 MeV for the one- and two-loop couplings,
while for Nf = 2, the corresponding results read ΛMS = 204 MeV and 324 MeV. These
parameters are also varied by 30 MeV around the central values quoted here.
In the recent three-loop HTLpt results of [26], to which we will compare our calcu-
lations below, the authors used two separate renormalization scales Λg and Λq for purely
gluonic and fermionic graphs, respectively. They took the central values Λg = 2piT and
Λq = 2pi
√
T 2 + µ2/pi2 and varied both scales by a factor of two in order to estimate the
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Figure 3. The Nf = 3 second (left) and fourth (right) order diagonal QNS normalized to their
respective Stefan-Boltzmann values. The truncated three-loop HTLpt results are from [26] and the
lattice data are from BNL-Bielefeld (BNL-B) [5–7] and Wuppertal-Budapest (WB) [8, 9].
renormalization scale sensitivity of their results. For the gauge coupling, they used a one-
loop running with ΛMS = 176 MeV, which for Nf = 3 gives αs(1.5 GeV) = 0.326 as well.
4.2 Results for three flavors
Let us begin the analysis of our results from the quark number susceptibilities in the
physically most interesting case of Nf = 3. In figure 3 (left), we display the second order
diagonal susceptibility χu2 normalized to its Stefan-Boltzmann limit χu2,SB = T
2. The
blue band in the figure corresponds to the DR result, obtained by varying the values of
both Λ¯ and ΛMS in the ranges explained above, while the red and orange bands are the
exact one-loop and truncated three-loop HTLpt results. The thick dashed lines inside the
bands correspond to the central values of the renormalization and QCD scales. Finally, we
note that the three-loop HTLpt band in fact corresponds to the baryon (and not quark)
number susceptibility [26]; however, for the second order susceptibilities the difference
between these two quantities should be hardly visible [5].
The widths of the bands shown indicate that the scale dependence of the DR result is
extremely weak, except for the very lowest temperatures. At the same time, the one- and
three-loop HTLpt results are also quite close to one another for temperatures above 500
MeV, indicating that the quantity under consideration nicely converges at these tempera-
tures.4 In figure 3 (left) we also display lattice results from both the BNL-Bielefeld (BNL-B,
black dots) [5] and Wuppertal-Budapest (WB, green dots) [8] collaborations. Both sets of
data have been continuum extrapolated. We observe that the DR and three-loop HTLpt
results are all in good agreement with the two lattice results for temperatures of roughly
500 MeV and higher; at even lower T , some differences do, however, occur and it is the
resummed DR result that seems to agree better with the lattice data points.
In figure 3 (right), we next show our results for the fourth order diagonal QNS χu4
normalized to the corresponding Stefan-Boltzmann limit χu4,SB = 6/pi
2. Once again, the
4Although we do not show it in figure 3 (left), the two-loop HTLpt result for the second-order suscepti-
bility is also quite close to the three-loop HTLpt result for temperatures above 500 MeV [24].
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Figure 4. The Nf = 3 fourth order diagonal baryon number susceptibility normalized to its
Stefan-Boltzmann value. The truncated three-loop HTLpt results are from [26], and the lattice
data from Wuppertal-Budapest (WB) [9] and BNL-Bielefeld (BNL-B) [61].
thick dashed line in each band corresponds to the central value of the renormalization and
QCD scales, while the width of the band indicates the sensitivity of the corresponding result
with respect to these parameters. The continuum extrapolated WB lattice data are this
time taken from ref. [9], while the HISQ Nτ = 8 BNL-B results are from refs. [6, 7]. Our
resummed DR and exact one-loop HTLpt results appear to reproduce the qualitative trend
of the lattice results for most temperatures, but this time there is a more sizable difference
between these two theoretical predictions over the entire temperature range. While for
the lowest temperatures the lattice data seem to favor our one-loop HTLpt result, the
difference between the lattice points and the DR result is seen to decrease with increasing
temperature. It will thus be very interesting to see, how future high-precision lattice data
at T = 500 MeV and higher will affect these conclusions.
Note that figure 3 (right) lacks a band corresponding to the three-loop HTLpt cal-
culation of [26]. This is due to the fact that, as pointed out above, at present the
three-loop HTLpt results are only available for baryon number susceptibilities, which
differ from the quark number ones by off-diagonal contributions, estimated to be non-
negligible in this case [5]. To this end, in figure 4 we compare our results for the fourth
order baryon number susceptibility χB4 normalized to the corresponding Stefan-Boltzmann
limit χB4,SB = 2/(9pi
2), obtained using the resummed DR approach as well as exact one-
loop HTLpt, to the three-loop HTLpt result of ref. [26] and lattice data from both the
Wuppertal-Budapest (WB) [9] and BNL-Bielefeld (BNL-B) [61] collaborations. Our nota-
tions for the bands and the dashed curves therein are defined as before.
From the figure, we see that the central lines from the resummed DR and three-loop
HTLpt results for χB4 are in good agreement in the entire temperature range shown, and
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Figure 5. The difference between the Nf = 3 pressure evaluated at nonvanishing chemical poten-
tials and at µf = 0. The dashed lines indicate the respective Stefan-Boltzmann limits. The three-
loop HTLpt results are again from [26], and the lattice data from Wuppertal-Budapest (WB) [56].
moreover overlap with the lattice data from 350 MeV onwards. The resummed DR result,
however, has a smaller band than the three-loop HTLpt result. We also note that the
convergence of the successive HTLpt loop approximations for the fourth-order susceptibility
is not as good as the convergence found for the second-order susceptibility. This seems to
be due to the fact that the fourth-order susceptibility is more sensitive to over-counting
which occurs in low loop-order HTLpt. At three-loop order, this over-counting is fixed
through order g5, if the result is perturbatively expanded.
Inspecting next the equation of state itself, in figure 5 we show the difference of the
pressure evaluated with nonzero and vanishing quark chemical potentials, which are chosen
to be the same for each flavor with µB = 100, 200, and 300 MeV. The ‘continuum estimated’
lattice data quoted in this figure are from [56], and are based on an expansion of the pressure
up to and including O(µ2f ). The HTLpt and DR results are on the other hand accurate
to all orders in µf , being only restricted by assumptions inherent in the HTLpt and DR
resummation schemes; in the latter case, the results have been shown to be valid for all T
and µf satisfying piT & gµf [15], which clearly is the case here. As expected based on the
earlier analysis of [14], we observe a good agreement between our results and the lattice data
down to temperatures of the order of 250 MeV. Also, it is important to note that both the
DR and LO HTLpt results are clearly distinct from the corresponding Stefan-Boltzmann
limits, indicated by the dashed black lines in the figure.
4.3 Results for two flavors
Moving on to the two flavor case, widely studied with lattice methods, we first exam-
ine the behavior of the second-order diagonal QNS normalized to its Stefan-Boltzmann
limit, displayed in figure 6 (left). As can be seen from here, both of our perturbative
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Figure 6. The second-order diagonal QNS normalized to its Stefan-Boltzmann value (left), and
the sixth-order diagonal QNS multiplied by T 2 (right), both evaluated for Nf = 2. The lattice data
sets have been taken from Bielefeld-Swansea (B-S) [57] as well as from [58] (GGM). Note that both
data sets in the left figure in fact do include error bars, even though for the B-S data they are
hardly visible.
bands are now somewhat wider (and reside lower) than in the three flavor case, but their
general trends are very similar.5 Also shown in this figure are lattice results from the
Bielefeld-Swansea collaboration (B-S, black dots) [57] as well as those by Gavai, Gupta
and Majumdar (GGM, green dots) [58], both of which were computed on Nτ = 4 lattices.
One issue in transfering the lattice results to physical units is the determination of the
critical temperature appropriate for the lattice spacings used. For the results of [58], the
problem is easily resolved, as we may simply use the value Tc = 145 MeV, quoted as the
pseudo-critical temperature in the same reference. In the case of the B-S results, obtained
using p4-improved staggered fermions, more care must, however, be exercised; here, we
have chosen to follow the approach of [63, 64], which leads to the value Tc = 223 MeV. As
neither of these values correspond to the correct pseudo-critical temperature (in the chiral
limit, Tc = 173 MeV [65]), and they moreover deviate from it in opposite directions, we
urge the reader to take the lattice data points quoted in the figure with some reservation.
From figure 6 (left), we see that the agreement between our HTLpt and DR bands is
very good over the entire range of temperatures displayed. However, unlike in the three
flavor case, the agreement between the perturbative bands and the lattice data of [57] is
clearly not optimal. We suspect that this may well be related to the discrepancy between
the results of the two different lattice groups, which itself can be traced back to the differ-
ence between the values of Tc used in converting the lattice data to physical units. Naively,
the perturbative results seem to be in better agreement with [58], but in the absence of
continuum extrapolated lattice results, firm conclusions are difficult to draw.
Next, consider the sixth order diagonal QNS χu6, which we display in figure 6 (right)
together with lattice data again from Bielefeld-Swansea (B-S) [57]. As we now encounter
the first case, where the weak coupling expansion only begins at order g3, it is not surprising
5Note that at the moment three-loop HTLpt results are not yet available in the case of two quark flavors.
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Figure 7. The difference between the pressure evaluated at finite and vanishing chemical potentials,
for Nf = 2. The dashed lines denote the Stefan-Boltzmann limits in the three cases considered.
that our exact one-loop HTLpt and DR results are seen to disagree: While the DR band is
above zero for most of the relevant temperatures, the one-loop HTLpt result is consistently
negative. As noted above, at the moment there are unfortunately no published three-loop
HTLpt results available for this quantity; given the good agreement of our resummed DR
results with the three-loop HTLpt ones for all other susceptibilities, we however suspect
that this will be the case also for the sixth order QNS. This despite the fact that according
to figure 6 (right) the non-continuum extrapolated lattice data of [57] appear to favor our
exact one-loop HTLpt results over the DR ones at least at low temperatures.
Finally, in addition to the susceptibilities, we can inspect the behavior of the pressure
at nonzero chemical potentials, also for the case of Nf = 2. This is done in figure 7, where in
the absence of lattice and three-loop HTLpt results we only display two perturbative bands
corresponding to our one-loop HTLpt and four-loop DR calculations. Not surprisingly, the
HTLpt and DR results are again in good agreement with each other, though the DR
bands widen at low temperatures in a more pronounced way than in the three flavor case.
Finally, we notice that both sets of bands again differ from their Stefan-Boltzmann limits
in a noticeable way.
5 Conclusions and outlook
In this paper, we have computed the pressure of deconfined quark-gluon plasma at high
temperature and nonzero quark number density using two variations of resummed per-
turbation theory. First, we employed hard-thermal-loop perturbation theory (HTLpt) to
derive an exact one-loop result, after which we performed a resummation inspired by di-
mensional reduction (DR) to its existing unresummed four-loop weak coupling expansion.
The computation within HTLpt also included some new technical improvements, as we
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were able to implement the renormalization procedure of HTLpt in a significantly more
straightforward and elegant manner than was done in the original works of [39, 40], as well
as to refine the calculation of a couple of the renormalization constants originally obtained
in these references. Finally, we also studied the convergence of the m/T -expansion within
one-loop HTLpt, observing that the truncated results rapidly converge towards the exact
unexpanded ones. This gives us confidence in higher-order calculations within HTLpt [24–
26], where the m/T -expansion has been used.
After obtaining the pressure as a function of temperature and quark chemical poten-
tials, we derived predictions for the second, fourth and sixth order diagonal quark number
susceptibilities (QNS) as well as for the chemical potential dependence of the pressure itself.
Agreement between the HTLpt and resummed DR results, as well as between them and
lattice data, was consistently observed to be good starting at temperatures below 500 MeV
with the sole exception of the sixth order QNS, which we studied for two quark flavors.
For this quantity, the weak coupling expansion of which starts only at order g3, the one-
loop HTLpt and resummed DR predictions were seen to be in clear disagreement. At the
moment, no continuum extrapolated lattice data exist for this observable, but the avail-
able Nτ = 4 data of the Bielefeld-Swansea collaboration [57] appear to favor the one-loop
HTLpt prediction for most temperatures. However, given the good agreement between our
DR resummation and three-loop HTLpt for the other susceptibilities, we have reasons to
believe that the forthcoming three-loop HTLpt [62] and our present DR results will be in
agreement for this quantity as well.
In summary, our results can be taken as an indication that for temperatures above 250-
500 MeV (somewhat dependent on the quantity under study), the behavior of quark number
susceptibilities and the chemical potential dependence of the pressure can be accurately
described via resummed perturbation theory. This is an important observation for two
separate reasons. First, it indicates that at least the fermionic sector of QCD appears to
allow a description in terms of weakly interacting quasiparticles not only at asymptotically
high energy density, but already in a regime that can be reached in modern colliders.
Secondly and perhaps even more importantly, one should recall that the methods employed
in our calculation work well even at very large values of the ratio µf/T , implying that our
results extend to a region of the QCD phase diagram, where no other first principles method
is available. We are indeed hopeful that the perturbative results discussed in this paper
— in particular those based on our DR resummation and the recent three-loop HTLpt
calculation of [26] — will turn out to be of practical phenomenological use in the eventual
analysis of heavy ion data from the FAIR facility of GSI, whose goal is to probe the finite-
density regime of the QCD phase diagram.
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A Notation
In the imaginary time formalism of thermal field theory, the four-momentum K = (K0,k)
is Euclidean, K2 = K20 + k
2. The norm of the spatial component of this momentum is
denoted by k ≡ |k|, while its temporal component is discrete,
K0 = ωn , (bosons) , (A.1)
K0 = ω˜n − iµf , (fermions) , (A.2)
where ωn = 2npiT and ω˜n = (2n+ 1)piT , with n an integer. Here µf is the quark chemical
potential of the flavor f . We define the dimensionally regularized sum-integrals by
∑∫
K
=
(
Λ¯2 eγE
4pi
)
T
∑
ωn
∫
d3−2k
(2pi)3−2
, (A.3)
∑∫
{K}
=
(
Λ¯2 eγE
4pi
)
T
∑
ω˜n
∫
d3−2k
(2pi)3−2
, (A.4)
and from here onwards will abbreviate the integral over the three-momenta by∫
k
≡
(
Λ¯2 eγE
4pi
) ∫
d3−2k
(2pi)3−2
. (A.5)
Throughout our work, we use the modified minimal subtraction scheme MS of dimen-
sional regularization in d = 3− 2 dimensions, where the renormalization scale Λ¯ is related
to the minimal subtraction (MS) one via Λ¯2 ≡ 4piΛ2 exp (−γE), with γE ≈ 0.577216 the
Euler-Mascheroni constant. Finally, the dimensionalities of the fermion and gluon repre-
sentations of the SU(Nc) group are denoted by dF = NcNf and dA = N
2
c − 1, while some
further group theory constants, needed in appendix B, read CA = Nc, CF = dA/(2Nc) as
well as TF = Nf/2.
B Matching coefficients of EQCD
The matching constants of EQCD, defined in section 2.2, all have analytical expressions as
functions of the ratios µˆf ≡ µf/(2piT ), derived in ref. [12]. They are expressed in terms of
derivatives of the generalized Riemann Zeta function, ζ ′(n, z) ≡ ∂nζ(n, z) and the digamma
function Ψ(z) = Γ′(z)/Γ(z), appearing in the combinations
ℵ(n, µ1, µ2) ≡ ℵ(n, µ1 + µ2) , (B.1)
ℵ(n, µ) ≡ ζ ′(−n, 1/2− i µˆ) + (−1)n+1ζ ′(−n, 1/2 + i µˆ) , (B.2)
ℵ(µ) ≡ Ψ(1/2− i µˆ) + Ψ(1/2 + i µˆ) , (B.3)
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where n is a non-negative integer and µˆ is real. The explicit expressions read
αE1 =
pi2
45Nf
∑
f
{
dA + dF
(
7
4
+ 30 µˆ2f + 60 µˆ
4
f
)}
, (B.4)
αE2 = − dA
144Nf
∑
f
{
CA +
TF
2
(
1 + 12 µˆ2f
)(
5 + 12 µˆ2f
)}
, (B.5)
αE3 =
dA
144Nf
∑
f
{
C2A
(
194
3
log
Λ¯
4piT
+
116
5
+ 4γE − 38
3
ζ ′(−3)
ζ(−3) +
220
3
ζ ′(−1)
ζ(−1)
)
+CA TF
[(
169
3
+ 600 µˆ2f − 528 µˆ4f
)
log
Λ¯
4piT
+
1121
60
+ 8γE
+2
(
127 + 48γE
)
µˆ2f +
4
3
(
11 + 156 µˆ2f
)
ζ ′(−1)
ζ(−1) − 644 µˆ
4
f
+
268
15
ζ ′(−3)
ζ(−3) + 24
(
52 ℵ(3, µf ) + 4 i µˆf ℵ(0, µf )
+144 i µˆf ℵ(2, µf ) +
(
17− 92 µˆ2f
)
ℵ(1, µf )
)]
+CF TF
[
3
4
(
1 + 4 µˆ2f
)(
35 + 332 µˆ2f
)
− 24
(
1− 12 µˆ2f
)
ζ ′(−1)
ζ(−1)
−144
(
12 i µˆf ℵ(2, µf )− 2
(
1 + 8 µˆ2f
)
ℵ(1, µf )
− i µˆf
(
1 + 4 µˆ2f
)
ℵ(0, µf )
)]
+T 2F
[
4
3
(
1 + 12 µˆ2f
)(
5 + 12 µˆ2f
)
log
Λ¯
4piT
+
1
3
+ 4 γE
+8
(
7 + 12γE
)
µˆ2f + 112 µˆ
4
f −
32
3
(
1 + 12 µˆ2f
)
ζ ′(−1)
ζ(−1)
−64
15
ζ ′(−3)
ζ(−3) − 96
(
8 ℵ(3, µf ) + 12 i µˆf ℵ(2, µf )
−2 (1 + 2 µˆ2f )ℵ(1, µf )− i µˆf ℵ(0, µf )
)]
+
288T 2F
Nf
∑
g
{
2
(
1 + γE
)
µˆ2f µˆ
2
g − ℵ(3, µf , µg)− ℵ(3, µf ,−µg)
+4 µˆ2g ℵ(1, µf )− 4 i µˆf
(
ℵ(2, µf , µg) + ℵ(2, µf ,−µg)
)
+
(
µˆf + µˆg
)2
ℵ(1, µf , µg) + 4 i µˆf µˆ2g ℵ(0, µf )
+
(
µˆf − µˆg
)2
ℵ(1, µf ,−µg)
}}
, (B.6)
αE4 =
1
3Nf
∑
f
{
CA + TF
(
1 + 12 µˆ2f
)}
, (B.7)
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αE5 =
1
3Nf
∑
f
{
2 CA
(
log
Λ¯
4piT
+
ζ ′(−1)
ζ(−1)
)
+TF
[(
1 + 12 µˆ2f
)(
2 log
Λ¯
4piT
+ 1
)
+ 24 ℵ(1, µf )
]}
, (B.8)
αE6 =
1
9Nf
∑
f
{
C2A
(
22 log
eγEΛ¯
4piT
+ 5
)
− 18CF TF
(
1 + 12 µˆ2f
)
+CA TF
[
2
(
7 + 132 µˆ2f
)
log
eγEΛ¯
4piT
+ 9 + 132 µˆ2f + 8γE + 4 ℵ(µf )
]
−4T 2F
(
1 + 12 µˆ2f
)(
2 log
Λ¯
4piT
− 1− ℵ(µf )
)}
, (B.9)
αE7 =
1
3Nf
∑
f
{
CA
(
22 log
eγEΛ¯
4piT
+ 1
)
− 4 TF
(
2 log
Λ¯
4piT
− ℵ(µf )
)}
. (B.10)
To accurately evaluate the pressure for arbitrary values of the chemical potentials µf ,
one needs to use the full expressions of the ℵ functions. If one is interested in calculating the
QNS at vanishing chemical potential, it is however more practical to work with expressions
already expanded in powers of µˆf . These expressions are given by
ℵ(µi) = −2
(
γE + log 4
)
+ 14 ζ(3) µˆ2i − 62 ζ(5) µˆ4i + 254 ζ(7) µˆ6i
− 1022 ζ(9) µˆ8i + 4094 ζ(11) µˆ10i +O
(
µˆ12i
)
, (B.11)
−i ℵ(0, µi) = 2 µˆi
(
γE + log 4
)
− 14
3
ζ(3) µˆ3i +
62
5
ζ(5) µˆ5i −
254
7
ζ(7) µˆ7i
+
1022
9
ζ(9) µˆ9i +O
(
µˆ11i
)
, (B.12)
ℵ(1, µi) = −ζ ′(−1)− log 2
12
+
(
log 4− 1 + γE
)
µˆ2i −
7
6
ζ(3) µˆ4i
+
31
15
ζ(5) µˆ6i −
127
28
ζ(7) µˆ8i +
511
45
ζ(9) µˆ10i +O
(
µˆ12i
)
, (B.13)
−i ℵ(2, µi) = 1
12
(
1 + log 4 + 24 ζ ′(−1)
)
µˆi − 1
3
(
2 γE − 3 + log 16
)
µˆ3i
+
7
15
ζ(3) µˆ5i −
62
105
ζ(5) µˆ7i +
127
126
ζ(7) µˆ9i +O
(
µˆ11i
)
, (B.14)
ℵ(3, µi) = 1
480
(
log 2− 840 ζ ′(−3)
)
+
1
24
(
5 + log 64 + 72 ζ ′(−1)
)
µˆ2i
− 1
12
(
6 γE − 11 + log 4096
)
µˆ4i +
7
30
ζ(3) µˆ6i −
31
140
ζ(5) µˆ8i
+
127
420
ζ(7) µˆ10i +O
(
µˆ12i
)
, (B.15)
ℵ(1, µi, µj) = 2 ζ ′(−1) +
(
γE − 1
)
(µˆi + µˆj)
2 − ζ(3)
6
(µˆi + µˆj)
4
+
ζ(5)
15
(µˆi + µˆj)
6 − ζ(7)
28
(µˆi + µˆj)
8
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+
ζ(9)
45
(µˆi + µˆj)
10 +O
(
µˆ12i , µˆ
12
j
)
, (B.16)
−i ℵ(2, µi, µj) = −
(
4 ζ ′(−1) + 1
6
)
(µˆi + µˆj) +
(
1− 2
3
γE
)
(µˆi + µˆj)
3
+
ζ(3)
15
(µˆi + µˆj)
5 − 2 ζ(5)
105
(µˆi + µˆj)
7
+
ζ(7)
126
(µˆi + µˆj)
9 +O
(
µˆ11i , µˆ
11
j
)
, (B.17)
ℵ(3, µi, µj) = 2 ζ ′(−3)−
(
6 ζ ′(−1) + 5
12
)
(µˆi + µˆj)
2
+
(
11
12
− γE
2
)
(µˆi + µˆj)
4 +
ζ(3)
30
(µˆi + µˆj)
6
− ζ(5)
140
(µˆi + µˆj)
8 +
ζ(7)
420
(µˆi + µˆj)
10 +O
(
µˆ12i , µˆ
12
j
)
. (B.18)
Note that all of these results can be found in a Mathematica file named DREoS.nb, which
is available at [66].
C Computing the exact one-loop HTLpt pressure
In this section, we will provide details concerning the evaluation of the exact one-loop
HTLpt pressure pHTLpt, defined in eq. (2.7). This includes a detailed treatment of the
contributions pT, pL, and pqf , respectively given by eqs. (2.8), (2.9), and (2.10).
C.1 Transverse gluon contribution
Let us begin from the transverse gluon contribution pT, which is given by eq. (2.8). We
first rewrite the sum in this expression as
pT = −1
2
∑∫
K
log(k2)− 1
2
T
∫
k
∑
n 6=0
log
[
k2 + ω2n + ΠT(iωn, k)
k2
]
, (C.1)
where we have used the fact that ΠT(0, k) = 0 to drop the n = 0 contribution in the second
term. The first term on the right-hand side of eq. (C.1) also vanishes as a scale free integral
in dimensional regularization. Next, we then use the familiar contour trick to write the
sum over Matsubara frequencies as a contour integral in the complex energy plane. This is
shown in figure 8, where the contour C encloses the points ω = iωn with n 6= 0, and leads
to the result
pT = −1
2
T
∫
k
∑
n6=0
log
[
k2 + ω2n + ΠT(iωn, k)
k2
]
= −1
4
∫
k
∮
C
dω
2pii log
[
k2 − ω2 + ΠT(ω, k)
k2
]
coth
(
β ω
2
)
. (C.2)
The integrand in eq. (C.2) has branch cuts that we choose to run from −∞ to −ωT(k) and
from +ωT(k) to +∞, where ωT(k) is the quasiparticle dispersion relation for the transverse
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Figure 8. The contours C and CT used to evaluate the transverse gluon contribution of the
one-loop HTLpt pressure, as well as the corresponding branch cuts. See main text for details.
gluons. This dispersion relation satisfies
k2 − ω2T + ΠT(ωT, k) = 0 . (C.3)
The integrand also has a remaining branch cut that we choose to run from −k to +k,
due to the function ΠT(ω, k). The contour C can then be deformed into a contour CT that
wraps around the branch cuts, as shown in figure 8. Thus we can write
pT = −1
4
∫
k
∮
CT
dω
2pii log
[
k2 − ω2 + ΠT(ω, k)
k2
]
coth
(
β ω
2
)
. (C.4)
The contribution from the branch cut that runs from ω = −k to ω = +k is identified with
the Landau damping part of pT, and reads after the collapse of CT
pTLd ≡ −
∫
k
∫ k
0
dω
{
Disc arctan
 m
2
D
2−2
k2−ω2
k2
Im
{
2F1
(
1
2 , 1;
3
2 − ; k
2
ω2
)}
k2 − ω2 + m
2
D
2−2
ω2
k2
[
1 + k
2−ω2
ω2
Re
{
2F1
(
1
2 , 1;
3
2 − ; k
2
ω2
)}]

× 1
2pi
[
1
eβω − 1 +
1
2
]}
, (C.5)
where the symbol Disc stands for the discontinuity of the arctan function accross the
positive part of the cut. More precisely, regarding the negative part, we have performed
the change of variable ω → −ω, treating the corresponding discontinuity in the same
fashion as for the positive part, and used the relation
1
2
(
1
eβω − 1 −
1
e−βω − 1
)
=
1
eβω − 1 +
1
2
, (C.6)
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in such a way that the sum of both positive and negative parts factorizes to eq. (C.5). We
give more details on this discontinuity in appendix D.
The contribution from the cuts running from −∞ to −ωT(k) and from +ωT(k) to +∞
is identified with the quasiparticle contribution to pT, and reads after the collapse of CT
pTqp ≡ −
∫
k
{
1
2
ωT(k) + T log
(
1− e−βωT
)}
, (C.7)
where for the time being, we consider the dispersion relation ωT(k) in d = 3−2 dimensions.
In order to compute the corresponding discontinuities, we proceeded in a similar way as for
the Landau damping contribution. We first made the change of variable ω → −ω, which
allowed to treat only the positive part of the cuts. Then, we collapsed the contour onto the
branch cut, noticing that the log function has this time a discontinuity which reduces to
the rather simple form of −2pii across the branch cut. Finally, we analytically performed
the ω-integration, using whenever it is needed a convergence factor for which we refer to
ref. [39]. As a matter of fact, this integration gives a factor −1 and therefore compensates
the sign of the discontinuity itself.
Finally, the transverse gluon contribution obtains the form
pT = pTqp + pTLd . (C.8)
C.2 Longitudinal gluon contribution
We next consider the longitudinal part pL given by eq. (2.9). Isolating the contribution
from the n = 0 mode, we obtain
pL = −1
2
T
∫
k
∑
n6=0
log
[
k2 + ΠL(iωn, k)
]− 1
2
T
∫
k
log
[
k2 +m2D
]
. (C.9)
Using the residue theorem, we rewrite these two terms as a contour integral that encircles
the points ω = iωn with n 6= 0. This is shown in figure 9, and the result is
pL = −1
4
∫
k
∮
C
dω
2pii log
[
k2 + ΠL(ω, k)
k2 +m2D
]
coth
(
β ω
2
)
. (C.10)
The integrand has branch cuts that we choose to run from −ωL(k) to +ωL(k), where ωL(k)
is the quasiparticle dispersion relation for the longitudinal gluons. This dispersion relation
satisfies the equation
0 ≡ k2 + ΠL(ωL, k) . (C.11)
The integrand also has another cut chosen to run from −k to +k, due to the function
ΠL(ω, k). The contour C can then be deformed into a contour CL that wraps around the
branch cuts, as shown in figure 9.
The contributions from the cuts are identified with the Landau damping part and the
quasiparticle part, respectively. In analogy with the transverse gluon contribution, one
finds
pL ≡ pLqp + pLLd , (C.12)
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Figure 9. Contours C, CL and branch cuts of the longitudinal gluon contribution. See main text
for details.
with
pLqp = −
∫
k
{
1
2
(ωL(k)− k) + T log
(
1− e−βωL
1− e−βk
)}
, (C.13)
and
pLLd =
∫
k
∫ k
0
dω
Disc arctan
 m2D Im
{
2F1
(
1
2 , 1;
3
2 − ; k
2
ω2
)}
k2 +m2D −m2D Re
{
2F1
(
1
2 , 1;
3
2 − ; k
2
ω2
)}

× 1
2pi
[
1
eβω − 1 +
1
2
]}
, (C.14)
where both discontinuities are actually of the same type as for pTLd , and are therefore
handled in a similar manner. Considering the Landau damping discontinuity, we also give
details in appendix D. The dispersion relation is again considered in d = 3−2 dimensions.
C.3 Quark contribution
Finally, let us consider the quark contribution which is given by eq. (2.10). As usual, by
means of the contour trick, adding and subtracting the contribution to the pressure from
an ideal gas of massless quarks leads to
pqf = 2
∑∫
{K}
log
[
k2 + (ω˜n − iµf )2
]
+2
∫
k
T
∑
n
log
[
A2S(iω˜n + µf , k)−A20(iω˜n + µf , k)
k2 − (iω˜n + µf )2
]
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Figure 10. Contours C, Cq and branch cuts of the quark contribution. See main text for details.
=
pi2T 4
45
(
7
4
+ 30µˆ2f + 60µˆ
4
f
)
+
∫
k
∮
C
dω
2pii log
[
A2S(ω, k)−A20(ω, k)
k2 − ω2
]
tanh
(
β (ω − µf )
2
)
, (C.15)
where the contour C is shown in figure 10, and the flavor index f runs from 1 to Nf.
The integrand has cuts starting at ±ωf±(k), where ωf±(k) are the quasiparticle dispersion
relations for quarks and plasminos, satisfying
0 ≡ A0(ωf± , k)∓AS(ωf± , k) . (C.16)
The integrand has another set of cuts starting at ±k. We choose the cuts to run from the
branch points as shown in figure 10.
The contour is finally deformed to wrap around the cuts and gives Cq. After collapsing
it onto the branch cuts, the quark contribution to the pressure can be written as
pqf ≡ pqqpf + pqLdf , (C.17)
with
pqqpf
= 2
∫
k
{
T log
(
1 + e−β(ωf++µf)
)
+ T log
(
1 + e−β(ωf+−µf)
)
+T log
(
1 + e−β(ωf−+µf)
1 + e−β(k+µf )
)
+ T log
(
1 + e−β(ωf−−µf)
1 + e−β(k−µf )
)}
+ 2
∫
k
{
ωf+(k) +
(
ωf−(k)− k
)}
, (C.18)
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and
pqLdf
=
1
pi
∫
k
∫ k
0
dω
{
Disc θqf ,
[
1
eβ(ω+µf ) + 1
+
1
eβ(ω−µf ) + 1
− 1
]}
, (C.19)
where θqf , ≡ arctan [Ξf ,], with its argument defined as
Ξf , ≡ (C.20)
m4qf
k2
[
2 Im
{
2F1
(
1
2 , 1;
3
2 − ; k
2
ω2
)}
+ k
2−ω2
ω2
Im
{
2F1
(
1
2 , 1;
3
2 − ; k
2
ω2
)2}]
k2 − ω2 + 2m2qf +
m4qf
k2
[
1− 2 Re
{
2F1
(
1
2 , 1;
3
2 − ; k
2
ω2
)}
− k2−ω2
ω2
Re
{
2F1
(
1
2 , 1;
3
2 − ; k
2
ω2
)2}] .
The subscript  stands to remind that these quantities are considered in d = 3− 2 dimen-
sions, as for the dispersion relations. Again, both discontinuities are of the same type as
for pTLd and pLLd , and have to be handled in a similar manner. We refer to appendix D
for more details about the Landau damping discontinuity.
C.4 Renormalization
The expressions for pT, pL, and pqf given by eqs. (C.5), (C.7), (C.13), (C.14), (C.18),
and (C.19) are UV divergent and are regulated by using dimensional regularization in d =
3− 2 dimensions. Some of the divergences are explicitly independent of temperature and
chemical potentials, while others depend on the temperature and the chemical potentials
via the Bose-Einstein and Fermi-Dirac distribution functions. The strategy will be to first
calculate the divergences of the temperature and chemical potential dependent terms, and
then calculate the terms that are explicitly independent of (T, µ), by taking the limits
T → 0 and µ→ 0.
We first consider the second term in eqs. (C.13). This term is finite and we therefore
just keep it as it stands. The next term is the temperature dependent piece of the Landau
damping contribution in eq. (C.14), and reads
1
2pi
∫
k
∫ k
0
dω
Disc arctan
 m2D Im
{
2F1
(
1
2 , 1;
3
2 − ; k
2
ω2
)}
k2 +m2D −m2D Re
{
2F1
(
1
2 , 1;
3
2 − ; k
2
ω2
)}
 1
eβω − 1
 . (C.21)
In ref. [39], this term was analyzed with the integrand directly in d = 3 dimensions, and it
was shown that UV divergences appear for k →∞ with ω fixed. A similar analysis can be
carried out here (i.e. in d = 3− 2 dimensions), by noticing that
Disc Im
{
2F1
(
1
2 , 1;
3
2 − ; k
2
ω2
)}
=
k−→∞
ω fixed
− 4 Γ
(
3
2 − 
)
Γ
(
3
2
)
Γ (1− )
ω
k
+O
(
ω2
k2
)
. (C.22)
We refer to appendix D for details on the computation of the branch cut discontinuity of
the imaginary part of this hypergeometric function, in its assymptotic expansion.
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By Taylor expanding the integrand in eq. (C.21) around k = +∞, using eq. (C.22),
we obtain an integral which contains the relevant UV divergences in three dimensions, and
reads
DLLd ≡ −
2m2D
pi
Γ
(
3
2 − 
)
Γ
(
3
2
)
Γ (1− )
∫
k
∫ k
0
dω
{
ω
k3
1
eβω − 1
}
. (C.23)
This integral can be easily evaluated, and the result through O (0) is
DLLd =
m2D T
2
48
[
1

+ 2 log
(
Λ
2piT
)
+ 2
ζ ′ (−1)
ζ (−1) +O ()
]
. (C.24)
Similarly, the temperature dependent term from the transverse gluon contribution (C.5) is
− 1
2pi
∫
k
∫ k
0
dω
Disc arctan
 m
2
D
2−2
k2−ω2
k2
Im
{
2F1
(
1
2 , 1;
3
2 − ; k
2
ω2
)}
k2 − ω2 + m
2
D
2−2
ω2
k2
[
1 + k
2−ω2
ω2
Re
{
2F1
(
1
2 , 1;
3
2 − ; k
2
ω2
)}]

×
[
1
eβω − 1
]}
. (C.25)
This leads to the integral
DTLd ≡
m2D
pi
Γ
(
3
2 − 
)
Γ
(
3
2
)
(1− ) Γ (1− )
∫
k
∫ k
0
dω
{
ω
k3
1
eβω − 1
}
, (C.26)
which through O (0) reads
DTLd = −
m2D T
2
96
[
1

+ 1 + 2 log
(
Λ
2pi T
)
+ 2
ζ ′ (−1)
ζ (−1) +O ()
]
. (C.27)
We notice that the divergences in eqs. (C.24) and (C.27) cancel in the combination
dA
[
(2− 2) DTLd +DLLd
]
= O () , (C.28)
which is actually the one given by eq. (2.7). Hence, there is no need for adding and
subtracting an integral for the Landau damping divergent pieces in pT and pL, in order to
renormalize the result for the gluon Landau damping contribution.
Let us finally discuss the quark terms given by eqs. (C.18) and (C.19). In eq. (C.18),
the only divergent term involves the dispersion relation ωf+(k) and is independent of T and
µ. Thus, we will deal with it later. In eq. (C.19), there are no divergent terms, even when
k →∞ with fixed ω, since the expansion of eq. (C.21) starts to contribute at O(m2qfω/k3)
instead of O(ω/k).
The fact that all the temperature dependent divergences cancel, and that there is no
divergence dependent on the quark chemical potentials, allows us to write the one-loop
pressure as follows
pHTLpt (T,µ) = dA
{
− (2− 2)T
∫
k
log
(
1− e−βωT
)
− T
∫
k
log
(
1− e−βωL
1− e−β k
)
+ p?L
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+ (2− 2) p?T −
1
2pi
∫
k
∫ k
0
dω
[
(2− 2) Disc φT, −Disc φL,
]
1
eβω − 1
}
+ Nc
∑
f, s=±1
{
2T
∫
k
log
[
1 + e−β(ωf++s µf)
]
+ 2T
∫
k
log
[
1 + e−β(ωf−+s µf)
1− e−β(k+s µf)
]
+
p?qf
2
+
1
pi
∫
k
∫ k
0
dω Disc θqf ,
[
1
eβ(ω+s µf) + 1
]}
+ ∆p , (C.29)
where the subscript  in φT, and φL, serves to remind us that these angles, respectively
corresponding to the arctan functions in eqs. (C.5) and (C.14), are considered in d = 3−2
dimensions. Note also that the dispersion relations are still in d = 3− 2 dimensions.
The terms p?T, p
?
L, and p
?
qf
are the terms from pT, pL, and pqf that are explicitly
independent of T and µ. They contain all the UV divergences. Moreover, p?L also contains
the finite contribution coming from the integral over (ωL(k) − k)/2, and p?qf contains the
finite contribution coming from the integral over (ωf−(k) − k), since both are explicitly
temperature and chemical potential independent. We need therefore to compute them.
In the limit T → 0, the transverse gluon term pT approaches p?T and can be expressed
as an integral over continuous Euclidean energy, which we denote ωE. We find
p?T = −
1
4pi
∫ +∞
−∞
dωE
∫
k
log
[
k2 + ω2E + ΠT(iωE, k)
]
. (C.30)
It is then convenient to rescale the Euclidean energy as ωE → k ωE. This yields
p?T = −
1
2pi
∫∞
0
dωE
∫
k
k log
[
(1 + ω2E) k
2 + ΠT(iωE, 1)
]
. (C.31)
Similarly, the rescaled expressions for the longitudinal gluon contribution (2.9) and the
quark contribution (2.10), taking the limit µ→ 0, are
p?L = −
1
2pi
∫∞
0
dωE
∫
k
k log
[
k2 + ΠL(iωE, 1)
]
, (C.32)
p?qf =
2
pi
∫∞
0
dωE
∫
k
k log
[(
1 +
m2qf
k2
{
1
1 + i ωE
− T˜K(iωE, 1)
i ωE
})
×
(
1 +
m2qf
k2
{
1
1− i ωE +
T˜K(iωE, 1)
i ωE
})]
. (C.33)
For the latter, notice that before rescaling, we added and subtracted a log
(
k2 + ω2E
)
term to the main logarithm in eq. (C.33). The added piece is computed directly and
vanishes thanks to dimensional regularization. The subtracted one is combined with the
main log for convenience during manipulations of its argument. Integrating over k, we
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obtain
p?T =
eγE Λ¯2
16pi5/2
Γ (2− ) Γ (− 2)
Γ
(
3
2 − 
) ∫∞
0
dωE
(
ΠT(iωE, 1)
1 + ω2E
)2−
, (C.34)
p?L =
eγE Λ¯2
16pi5/2
Γ (2− ) Γ (− 2)
Γ
(
3
2 − 
) ∫∞
0
dωE
(
ΠL(iωE, 1)
)2−
, (C.35)
p?qf = −m4−2qf
eγE Λ¯2
4pi5/2
Γ (2− ) Γ (− 2)
Γ
(
3
2 − 
)
×
∫∞
0
dωE
[(
1
1 + i ωE
− T˜K(iωE, 1)
i ωE
)2−
+
(
1
1− i ωE +
T˜K(iωE, 1)
i ωE
)2− ]
. (C.36)
At this point, we recall that we are only interested in calculating the poles in  analyt-
ically. Each integral above is multiplied by a factor Γ(− 2), which has a simple pole in ,
and since the integrals are finite in d = 3, it is sufficient to expand the integrand to order
 only. This yields
(
ΠT(iωE, 1)
1 + ω2E
)2−
=
(
Π
(0)
T (iωE, 1)
1 + ω2E
)2
−
(
Π
(0)
T (iωE, 1)
1 + ω2E
)2
(C.37)
×
{
log
(
Π
(0)
T (iωE, 1)
1 + ω2E
)
− 2 Π
(1)
T (iωE, 1)
Π
(0)
T (iωE, 1)
}
 ,(
ΠL(iωE, 1)
)2−
=
(
Π
(0)
L (iωE, 1)
)2
−
(
Π
(0)
L (iωE, 1)
)2
(C.38)
×
{
log
(
Π
(0)
L (iωE, 1)
)
− 2 Π
(1)
L (iωE, 1)
Π
(0)
L (iωE, 1)
}
 ,(
1
1± i ωE ∓
T˜K(iωE, 1)
i ωE
)2−
=
(
1
1± i ωE ±
i T˜ (0)K (iωE, 1)
ωE
)2
−
(
1
1± i ωE ±
i T˜ (0)K (iωE, 1)
ωE
)2
(C.39)
×
log
(
1
1± i ωE ±
i T˜ (0)K (iωE, 1)
ωE
)
∓ 2 i T˜
(1)
K (iωE, 1)
ωE
1± i ωE ± i T˜
(0)
K (iωE, 1)
  ,
where the superscripts in Π
(0)
T,L, Π
(1)
T,L or T˜
(0)
K , T˜
(1)
K denote the order of derivative with
respect to , before setting  to zero at the end. In the last equation, we notice that the
sum of the first term with its complex conjugate vanishes, so that there will be no pole
coming from the quark contribution.
Accounting for the proper degrees of freedom, one gets after integration over ωE
(2− 2) p?T =
m4D
64pi2
{
log 256− 5
6
(
1

+
7
2
− log 2 + log Λ¯
2
m2D
)
+
2κT
pi
}
, (C.40)
p?L =
m4D
64pi2
{
4− log 16
3
(
1

+
5
2
− 2 log 2 + log Λ¯
2
m2D
)
+
4κL
pi
}
, (C.41)
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p?qf = m
4
qf
{
κq + κ
?
q
4pi3
}
, (C.42)
where κT, κL, and κq are defined in section C.5. According to eqs. (C.40)–(C.42), we see
that the counterterm needed to cancel the UV divergences of the pressure is
∆p ≡ − dA m
4
D
128pi2 
. (C.43)
C.5 Renormalized one-loop HTLpt pressure
Writing eq. (C.29) using eqs. (C.40)–(C.43), and taking the limit  → 0, we obtain the
renormalized result for the one-loop HTLpt pressure, which reads
pHTLpt (T,µ) = dA
{
m4D
64pi2
(
log
Λ¯
mD
+ Cg
)
+
1
2pi3
∫∞
0
dω
1
eβω − 1
∫∞
ω
dk k2
(
2φT − φL
)
− T
2pi2
∫∞
0
dk k2
[
2 log
(
1− e−βωT
)
+ log
(
1− e−βωL
)]
− pi
2 T 4
90
}
+ Nc
∑
f, s=±1
{
Cq
2
m4qf +
2 T 4
pi2
Li4
(
− es βµf
)
− 1
pi3
∫∞
0
dω
∫∞
ω
dk
k2 θqf
eβ(ω+s µf) + 1
+
T
pi2
∫∞
0
dk k2
[
log
(
1 + e−β(ωf++s µf)
)
+ log
(
1 + e−β(ωf−+s µf)
)]}
,
(C.44)
for which the angles φT,L and θqf , the dispersion relations ωT,L,f± , and the constants
Cg ≈ 1.17201 and Cq ≈ −0.03653 are listed below. The mass parameters mD (T,µ) and
mqf (T,µ) are given by the prescription in eq. (2.5), and we refer to appendix D for details
about the → 0 limit on the branch cut discontinuities of the Landau damping angles.
In order to numerically evaluate the exact one-loop HTLpt pressure at finite temper-
ature and quark chemical potentials, one needs the angles φT, φL and θqf which are given
by the following expressions
φT = arctan
 pi4m2D ωk3 (k2 − ω2)
k2 − ω2 + m
2
D
2
ω2
k2
[
1 + k
2−ω2
2kω log
(
k+ω
k−ω
) ]
 , (C.45)
φL = arctan
 pi2m2D ωk
k2 +m2D
[
1− ω2k log
(
k+ω
k−ω
) ]
 , (C.46)
θqf = arctan

pim4qf
k2
[
ω
k +
k2−ω2
2k2
log
(
k+ω
k−ω
) ]
k2 − ω2 + 2m2qf +
m4qf
k2
[
1− ωk log
(
k+ω
k−ω
)
− k2−ω2
4k2
[
log
(
k+ω
k−ω
)2 − pi2]]
 .(C.47)
Furthermore, one also needs the dispersion relations for ωT, ωL, and ωf± in d = 3 dimen-
sions, which are the solutions to the following transcendental equations
ω2T = k
2 +
1
2
m2D
ω2T
k2
[
1− ω
2
T − k2
2ωTk
log
(
ωT + k
ωT − k
)]
, (C.48)
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0 = k2 +m2D
[
1− ωL
2k
log
(
ωL + k
ωL − k
)]
, (C.49)
0 = ωf± ∓ k −
m2qf
2k
[(
1∓ ωf±
k
)
log
(
ωf± + k
ωf± − k
)
± 2
]
. (C.50)
Finally, the constants Cg and Cq are given by
Cg =
2 κT
pi
+
4 κL
pi
+
1
12
[
5 +
(
log 256− 3
)
log 4
]
≈ 1.17201 , (C.51)
Cq =
κq + κ
?
q
4pi3
≈ −0.03653 , (C.52)
where κT ≈ 0.082875, κL ≈ 0.320878, and κq + κ?q ≈ −4.53025 are defined as
κT = −
∫∞
0
dωE
[
ωE
(pi
2
− arctan (ωE)
)
− ω
2
E
1 + ω2E
]2
(C.53)
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1
(
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E
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2
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1+ω2
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(pi
2
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)
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2
E
1 + ω2E
] ,
κL =
∫∞
0
dωE
[
1 + ωE
(
arctan (ωE)− pi
2
)]2
(C.54)
×
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(C.55)
×
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)
 .
Notice that the present derivative of the hypergeometric function has the following real-
valued representation
2F
(0, 0; 1; 0)
1
(
1
2 , 1;
3
2 ;− 1ω2
E
)
= ωE
(
pi
2
− arctan(ωE)
)(
2− log 4
)
− ωE log 2 arg
(
iωE + 1
iωE − 1
)
+
ωE
2
[
Im
{
Li2
(
2
1 + iωE
)}
− Im
{
Li2
(
2
1− iωE
)}]
. (C.56)
D Branch cut discontinuities
In this appendix, we give more details on the computations related to the branch cut
discontinuities of the Landau damping contributions to the exact one-loop HTLpt pressure,
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i.e. related to eqs. (C.5), (C.14), and (C.19), as well as to eq. (C.22). First of all, we
explicitly write the discontinuity of the hypergeometric function which is involved in the
relevant arctan functions. To this end, let us define a notation, namely the superscripts
⊕/	, which will denote a function approaching the real axis from above/below, i.e. for
which the complex variable ω satisfies Im ω → 0±.
Then, provided that Re (k) > Re (ω), which is the case along the Landau damping
cuts, we write the branch cut discontinuity of the hypergeometric function as
Disc 2F1
(
1
2 , 1;
3
2 − ; k
2
ω2
)
≡ 2F⊕1
(
1
2 , 1;
3
2 − ; k
2
ω2
)
− 2F	1
(
1
2 , 1;
3
2 − ; k
2
ω2
)
, (D.1)
with
2F
⊕
1
(
1
2 , 1;
3
2 − ; k
2
ω2
)
≡ 2F1
(
1
2 , 1;
3
2 − ; k
2
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, (D.2)
2F
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1
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3
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≡ e2ipi 2F1
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3
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2
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1
2 , 1; 1 + ;
ω2−k2
ω2
)
. (D.3)
We also notice that in the limit → 0, these functions reduce to
2F
⊕
1
(
1
2 , 1;
3
2 ;
k2
ω2
)
=
ω
k
arctanh
(
k
ω
)
=
ω
k
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(ω
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− ipi ω
2k
=
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2 k
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, (D.4)
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2k
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)
+
ipi ω
2k
, (D.5)
where in the last two equalities for each function, we have made use of the fact that k > ω,
making the logarithm real valued.
Now, let us explicitly write down the discontinuities of the Landau damping angles in
d = 3− 2 dimensions. The discontinuity in eq. (C.5) reads
Disc φT, ≡ Disc arctan
 m
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 . (D.6)
In the same way, one can explicitly write the discontinuity in eq. (C.14) as
Disc φL, ≡ Disc arctan
 m2D Im
{
2F1
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1
2 , 1;
3
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2
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
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= arctan
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and the discontinuity in eq. (C.19) as
Disc θqf , ≡ Disc arctan [Ξf ,] = arctan
[
Ξ⊕f ,
]
− arctan
[
Ξ	f ,
]
, (D.8)
with Ξ
⊕/	
f , defined by
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3
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Consequently, with the help of eqs. (D.4) and (D.5), we see that in the limit of three
dimensions, i.e. for → 0, these discontinuities reduce to
Disc φT,
→0−→ −2 arctan
 pi4m2D ωk3 (k2 − ω2)
k2 − ω2 + m
2
D
2
ω2
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2−ω2
2kω log
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 , (D.10)
Disc φT,
→0−→ −2 arctan
 pi2m2D ωk
k2 +m2D
[
1− ω2k log
(
k+ω
k−ω
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 , (D.11)
Disc θqf ,
→0−→ −2 (D.12)
× arctan
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pim4qf
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log
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In addition, since the discontinuity and the imaginary part commute with each other, we
can rewrite eq. (C.22) as
Disc Im
{
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3
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2
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2F1
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2
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. (D.13)
Therefore, using eqs. (D.2) and (D.3), it is easy to see that once we expand this expression
around k →∞, with ω fixed, we get
Disc Im
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2F1
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1
2 , 1;
3
2 − ; k
2
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=
k−→∞
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(
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)
. (D.14)
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E Mass expansion of the one-loop HTLpt pressure
In this appendix, we will expand the one-loop HTLpt pressure in powers of mD/T ∼ g and
mqf /T ∼ g, and compute the needed sum-integrals.
E.1 Separation of scales
At zero quark chemical potentials, there are two momentum scales in the sum-integrals,
namely the hard scale 2piT , and the soft scale given by mD as well as mqf . The hard region
encompasses all fermionic momenta K = ((2n + 1)piT,k) as well as bosonic momenta
K = (2npiT,k) with n 6= 0 and even the n = 0 mode when k is of order T . The soft region
on the other hand corresponds to bosonic momenta with n = 0 and k at most of order g T .
At finite chemical potentials, this picture clearly remains unaltered, as the new hard scale
µf only enters explicitly the fermionic momenta, or the bosonic ones via the soft scale mD.
The soft scale contributions to the HTLpt pressure reads
pHigh-T,(s)HTLpt = −(2− 2)
dA T
2
∫
k
log(k2)− dA T
2
∫
k
log
(
k2 +m2D
)
, (E.1)
where we have used ΠT(0,k) = 0 and ΠL(0,k) = m
2
D. The first integral here vanishes in
dimensional regularization, as it is scale free. The second integral is dominated by momenta
of order mD, and directly yields the soft contribution to the pressure [67].
Next, we move on to the hard scale contributions. Assuming T to be large enough so
that the ratios mD/T and mqf /T are parametrically small, we straightforwardly expand
the encountered sum-integrals in powers of these quantities. This yields
pHigh-T,(h)HTLpt = −(1− ) dA
∑∫
K
log
(
K2
)
+ 2Nc
∑
f
∑∫
{K}
log
(
K2
)
− dAm
2
D
2
∑∫
K
1
K2
+ 4Nc
∑
f
m2qf
∑∫
{K}
1
K2
+
dAm
4
D
8− 8
∑∫
K
[
1
(K2)2
− 2
k2K2
− (6− 4) TK
(k2)2
+
2 TK
k2K2
+ (3− 2)(TK)
2
(k2)2
]
− 2Nc
∑
f
m4qf
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{K}
[
2
(K2)2
− 1
k2K2
+
2 T˜K
k2K2
− (T˜K)
2
k2 (ω˜n − iµf )2
]
, (E.2)
implying that the m/T - expansion of the one-loop HTLpt pressure is formally given by the
sum of eqs. (E.1) and (E.2) as well as the counterterm ∆p of eq. (C.43), as
pHigh-THTLpt ≡ pHigh-T,(s)HTLpt + pHigh-T,(h)HTLpt + ∆p . (E.3)
E.2 HTL master sum-integrals
Next, we will provide details of the evaluation of the one-loop sum-integrals that appear
in the mass expansion of the pressure above. The most general forms of one-loop HTLpt
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sum-integrals encountered at any order of the mass expansion are
Iu,mw, l ≡
∑∫
K
[
(ωn)
u (TK)m
(k2)w (K2)l
]
, (E.4)
I˜u,mw, l ≡
∑∫
{K}
[
(ω˜n − iµf )u (T˜K)m
(k2)w (K2)l
]
, (E.5)
where the HTL functions TK and T˜K are defined in eqs. (2.15) and (2.16).
In the case m = 0, the sum-integrals simplify significantly, as the HTL functions do not
appear in the integrands. They can then be straightforwardly evaluated by first integrating
over spatial momenta in 3 − 2 dimensions, thus expressing the resulting sum in terms of
the Riemann Zeta function or its generalized form. Consequently, we obtain
Iu,0w, l = eγE
(
Λ¯
4piT
)2 [
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. (E.7)
Finally, the specific sum-integrals needed read
∑∫
K
log(K2) = −pi
2T 4
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For m 6= 0, the master sum-integrals are harder to evaluate, with the difficulty being
the angular average in the HTL functions, given by eqs. (2.15) and (2.16). The HTL
functions give rise to terms like 1/[(ω2n + k
2)(ω2n + c
2k2)], and in this case one cannot
simply rescale the variable k. However, one can use a simple decomposition to separate
the denominator which is c-dependent from the c-independent one,
1
(ω2n + k
2)(ω2n + c
2k2)
=
1
k2 (c2 − 1)
[
1
(ω2n + k
2)
− 1
(ω2n + c
2k2)
]
, (E.16)
after which it is easy to rescale each term. Based on this observation, we have developed
an iterative and systematic algorithm which for a given m 6= 0 allows for analytic repre-
sentations of the solutions to the sum-integrals (E.4) and (E.5) in terms of sum-integrals
with m = 0, providing that l is a positive integer.
In order to obtain the pressure to order g5 in the mass expansion, we need the master
integrals for m = 1 and m = 2, of which we will here consider the m = 1 case. Here,
the difficult term in the master sum-integrals is proportional to 1/[(ω2n + k
2)l(ω2n + c
2k2)].
Using eq. (E.16) l times, we can write this term as
1
(ω2n + k
2)l(ω2n + c
2k2)
=
(1− c2)−l
(k2)l(ω2n + c
2k2)
−
l∑
r=1
[
(1− c2)−r
(k2)r (ω2n + k
2)l−r+1
]
. (E.17)
The master integrals in eqs. (E.4) and (E.5) with m = 1 can then, after a convenient
rescaling k → k/c, be written in the form
Iu,1w, l = Jw,l Iu+2,0w+l, 1 −
l∑
r=1
[
Jr Iu+2,0w+r, l−r+1
]
, (E.18)
where the symbol I stands either for the bosonic sum-integral I or the fermionic one I˜,
and where we have defined
Jw,l ≡
Γ
(
3
2 − 
)
Γ
(
3
2
)
Γ (1− )
∫ 1
0
dc
c2−3+2(l+w)
(1− c2)l+ =
Γ
(
3
2 − 
)
Γ (1− − l) Γ (− 1 + l + w)
Γ
(
1
2
)
Γ (w) Γ (1− ) , (E.19)
and
Jr ≡
Γ
(
3
2 − 
)
Γ
(
3
2
)
Γ (1− )
∫ 1
0
dc (1− c2)−(r+) = Γ
(
3
2 − 
)
Γ (1− − r)
Γ (1− ) Γ (32 − − r) . (E.20)
The specific sum-integrals needed are finally
I0,12,0 = −
1
(4pi)2
(
Λ¯
4piT
)2 [
1

+ 2γE + log 4 +O()
]
, (E.21)
I˜0,11,1 =
2
(4pi)2
(
Λ¯
4piT
)2 [
log 2
{
1

+ log 2−Ψ
(
1
2
+
iµf
2piT
)
−Ψ
(
1
2
− iµf
2piT
)}
+
pi2
6
+O()
]
, (E.22)
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I0,11,1 =
2
(4pi)2
(
Λ¯
4piT
)2 [
log 2

+
pi2
6
+ 2γE log 2 + log
2 2 +O()
]
, (E.23)
I0,22,0 = −
2
3(4pi)2
(
Λ¯
4piT
)2 [
1 + 2 log 2

+ 2γE (1 + 2 log 2)− 4
3
+
22
3
log 2
+2 log2 2 +O()
]
, (E.24)
I˜ −2,21,0 =
4 log 2
(4pi)2
(
Λ¯
4piT
)2 [
1

+ log 2−Ψ
(
1
2
+
iµf
2piT
)
−Ψ
(
1
2
− iµf
2piT
)
+O()
]
. (E.25)
Finally, we would like to note that unfortunately the above method is not straightfor-
wardly applicable to the case of two-loop HTL sum-integrals. We, however, suspect that
the problem may be circumvented by means of Mellin-Barnes transformations [68].
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